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 ARS SYRA : HOW TO DO THINGS WITH WORDS

 BY

 Joaquín SANMARTÍN

 I.ARS SYRA

 According to the French biologist Didier Raoult, to answer the question of whether viruses are living
 creatures one must first define "life". In addition, he says: "ce n'est pas une question de biologie, mais

 plutôt de sémantique ou de théologie."1

 Deliberately or not, Dr Raoult is quoting Ludwig Wittgenstein. The meaning of words is the one

 the user gives to them. The ultimate source of meaning is always the subject. 2 When we search for the

 meaning of a given word in the dictionary (that is on the langue level), we should not forget that its

 lexical meaning is the product of the meanings bestowed on the term in several previous performances

 (on the parole level).

 In addition, the meaning is marked by the context. However, the context is untameable and of

 uncertain behaviour, in theory and in practice. Every context is open to multiple additional descriptions,

 for instance when a historian finds new data or new interpretations of an event. In other words, one can

 always imagine new contextual possibilities.

 Every language is only a system of differences, involving relations between langue and parole,

 synchronic and diachronic, syntagmatic and paradigmatic. In the linguistic system "il n'y a que de
 différences " without positive results.3 Signs are not positive entities, but the effects of differences. No

 language component can work as a sign without referring to another, non-present component. Every

 language "élément" - Derrida dixit - consists of references to the "traces " of the other elements in the

 sequence or system. In an interview with Julia Kristeva, Derrida asserts:

 "Rien, ni dans les éléments ni dans le système, n'est nulle part ni jamais simplement présent ou absent. Il
 n'y a, de part en part, que des différences et des traces de traces."4

 I first heard of Prof. Matthiae in the middle of the sixties when, as a student in Rome, I bought

 Ars Syr a (1962), at that time one of the few books in my incipient library. The Latinate book title was

 surprising at first. I still do not know if this title was chosen merely for euphonic reasons. With the

 passage of time, I have not deciphered Matthiae' s motive, but I certainly understand the usefulness of his

 choice of Latin for the title, and Italian for the subtitle: Arte figurativa siriana.5

 1. Le Monde, 21 February 2009 (http://www.ifr88.cnrs-mrs.fr/media/les_virus_vivants.pdf).

 2. L. Wittgenstein, Philosophische Untersuchungen , in Werkausgabe Bd. 1, Frankfurt: Suhrkamp 1984, pp.
 225-618 § 43: "Die Bedeutung eines Wortes ist sein Gebrauch in der Sprache"; B. Alston, "The Quest for Meaning",
 Mind 72 (1963) p. 79-87 and especially p. 84: "Don't look for the meaning, look for the use!"

 3. F. de Saussure, Cours de linguistique générale. Édition critique préparée par T. de Mauro , Paris: Payot
 1976, p. 166.

 4. J. Derrida, Positions: Entretiens avec Henri Ronse, Julia Kristeva, Jean-Louis Houdebine, Guy Scarpetta ,
 Paris: Éditions de minuit 1972, p. 38.

 5. P. Matthiae, Ars Syr a. Contributi alla storia dell'arte figurativa siriana nelle età del Medio e Tardo
 Bronzo (Università di Roma , Centro di Studi Semitici, Serie archeologica 4 ), Roma: Istituto di Studi del Vicino
 Oriente 1962.

 Revue ď Assyriologie, volume CVII (2013), p. 111-118
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 Arte and siriana are both fuzzy terms, and so resorting to the Latin ars and Syra was a cautious and

 intelligent decision. Otherwise, Matthiae would have faced the arduous and quixotic task of defining the

 indefinable: ' art ' and ' Syria ' In the rest of this paper, we will write both words in inverted commas, to
 denote their fuzziness.

 II. 6 ARS' AS VARIATIO

 What do we understand by 'art'?

 We will not yield to the temptation, so dear to theoreticians and encyclopaedists, of defining or

 even describing this miscellaneous human activity called 'art' viz. 'the arts'.6 Sometimes a certain set of

 opposites, such as abstract / concrete, industrial / decorative, fine / applied, can be of some use in
 clarifying the question. In the literature on 'art' we can find many allusions to something called, with

 different connotations in different languages, artigianato , Kleinkunst , Kunsthandwerk and Kunstgewerbe ,

 arts décoratifs , artesanía , craftsmanship and so on. The relation between 'art' and 'craftsmanship' is far

 from clear. However, the assessment and value of craftsmanship usually decreases whenever and
 wherever the 'fine arts' (plastic arts and architecture) are conspicuous. In contrast, the significance of

 crafts increases in proportion to the scarcity or even the absence of monumental creations.

 The result is numerous fuzzy terms that are applicable to disparate products, depending on the

 perspective or interests of the observer. What in Egypt or Greece is viewed as 'craftsmanship' (statuettes,

 tools, jewellery and vessels) becomes 'art' as soon as Mesopotamia or the Levant are involved.
 Obviously, the line between 'craftsmanship' and 'art' is an arbitrary one. However, if we are to find such

 a line, we must focus on some aspects of the question.

 First, we must discard the size of the work as a criterion. Unfortunately, the conviction is

 widespread among some historians and critics that 'craftsmanship' has something to do with 'small', that

 is, with everything that is smaller than the natural size of the represented objects (human figure, animals

 and plants). Therefore, a colossal statue (Abu Simbel) would be 'art' and a seven-centimetre statuette
 would be 'craft'.

 There are other no less strange definitions. According to one of them, 'craftsmanship' is
 essentially and explicitly decorative, fashionable and commercial. Apparently, it is forgotten that 'arts'

 and 'crafts' are both languages - manifestations of man before man. Hence, both are equally decorative,

 fashionable and commercial. 'Craftsmanship' and 'art' are created to be presented; their products are

 always exhibits. Uruk jewels, minuscule Roman cameos, a piece of Bansky graffiti, the Colossus of
 Constantine, Giorgione's La tempesta: all of them are signs that point to something else. They all are

 expression , Aus-druck. There is another dimension in addition to the epiphanic nature of 'art': its
 association with museums. Everything that is called 'art' aims to find a place in a museum and a
 catalogue. Now, art galleries fill up with gallery art.1

 However, this association between museums (either on public or home display) and works of art

 implies their integration into a collection. This is not altogether new: the activity of collecting 'arts' and

 'crafts' has been well-documented among the rich and wealthy since the old days. Every exhibit
 (statuette, imitation jewellery for children or an item of silver cutlery) can be considered part of a set or

 collection. Within the syntax of a collection, the lexeme (the single item) becomes the syntagma, in

 which its semantics and consequently its social and economic value are modified.

 All of this applies to both 'art' and 'craftsmanship'. Perhaps the thin dividing line between these

 two terms has to be sought elsewhere, in the artist's new subjectivity that comes into being by jumping

 into waters nobody has previously dared to swim in, by setting foot in the unknown.

 6. In academic Anglo-Saxon use, 'the arts', which includes history, philosophy, theology, philology and
 linguistics, can be considered a synonymy of 'humanities'. Obviously, that is not the case in this context.

 7. P. Sloterdijk, Das ästhetische Imperativ. Schriften zur Kunst. Hg. und mit einem Nachwort versehen von
 P. Weibel ( Fundus-Bücher 166), Hamburg: Philo & Philo Fine Arts / EVA Europäische Verlagsanstalt 2007, p. 413.
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 "Was in [der Kunst] hervortritt, ist die sich neu formierende Subjektivität, der es gegeben ist zu lernen, was

 gelernt werden kann, bis sie den Absprung ins nichterlernbare Gelingen wagt.[...] Der schöpferische Künstler setzte
 Dinge ins Werk, die das positiv Gelernte übersteigen. Somit hat der Künstler an einer zweifachen Werkmächtigkeit
 Anteil, der Doppelnatur des artistischen Könnens gemäß. Als Meister seines Faches beherrscht er das Wiederholbare;
 als Genie setzt er einen Fuß ins Nie-Dagewesene. Meisterschaft ohne Genie ist hohes Können; Genie ohne Metier ist
 erneuernde Intensität. Kommt beides zusammen, so können Menschenleben entstehen, an denen sich die
 humanistische Gattungsanbetung orientiert."8

 Several questions arise in relation to this topic. Does Syrian 'art' or 'crafts' exist, and if it does,

 in what sense? Can we speak of an (Old) Syrian style?

 'Style' is also a fuzzy term, and best understood in the context of the bourgeois perspective that

 attempts to classify objects for trade, to better ascertain their value. In addition to this commercial

 meaning, there is a more academic one: a certain way of giving artistic or literary form to something.

 Obviously, the more general the definition of a given style, the harder it is to distinguish it from other

 styles and to delimit its exact range. The allocation of styles to ages and countries can only be useful
 insofar as the historians are aware of the weaknesses of such categories, especially in their use for
 transitional areas and ages. Hence, the root of the problem is the frequent confusion between the three

 conditioning factors of the semiotic function: (1) the linguistic formulation ('Egyptian', 'Syrian' and

 'gothic'); (2) the inherent or underlying conceptualization (the user's cognitive competence), and (3) the

 'crude thing'.

 If we wish to leave this three-pronged labyrinth (verbum / conceptus / res), we must engage in a

 radical historical analysis of the data.9 Basically, this involves studying the figure in itself (human,
 animal or floral), its stance and its spatial setting. For this analysis to be accurate, the historian has to

 ascertain the position of these data within the formal historical stream. That is, as an expression (or not)

 of a variatio (p exaßoM]) that is understood, in its rhetorical sense, as a liberty, almost an impertinence,
 of the parole with regards to the langue . In other expressions of cultural grammar (aesthetic language,

 religion and economy), this could be considered a surprise with respect to canon, usus , 'das
 Wiederholbar e ' and as a passage into the 'Nie-Dagewesene' . 10

 In the towns of Horns and Alep along the Damascus to Taurus road11 and in the Levantine ports,

 as well as among the settlements connecting the coast and the central axis with the river oasis on the

 Euphrates, a specific plastic output could be detected throughout the Old and Middle Bronze ages. Its

 originality, as appropriately noted by Matthiae in his Ars Syr a , consisted in its being pure variatio.

 Craftsmanship is repetition, whereas art always implies a break with everything that went before.

 The iconic consuetudo , especially the Egyptian one, was adopted in the Levant not to be
 repeated or imitated, but to be quoted in variable proportions. The surprise is in the result of the quotes

 from the Egyptian (and also from the Aegean or Mesopotamian) schemata, a procedure that finds its

 musical analogy in the variazioni (su un tema di). It is not in any way plagiarism or copying. In contrast,

 it is a gloss , as in Picasso's Masacre en Corea (1951) in relation to Goya's El 3 de mayo de 1808 (1814).

 The subject matter (i3Xrļ) of neighbouring art takes a new and unexpected form (j/OQ<ļ>fļ), a surprising

 aesthetic intensity. It ' setzt [...] Dinge ins Werk , die das positiv Gelernte übersteigen .'

 8. P. Sloterdijk, Das ästhetische Imperativ , op. cit. p. 408.

 9. "Die Stilanalysen der Zukunft werden historische Analysen sein, oder sie werden verschwinden", R.
 Suckale, "Stilgeschichte zu Beginn des 21. Jahrhunderts. Probleme und Möglichkeiten", in B. Klein / B. Boerner
 (eds.), Stilfragen zur Kunst des Mittelalters . Eine Einführung, Berlin: Reimer 2006, p. 276.

 10. P. Sloterdijk, Das ästhetische Imperativ, op. cit. [n. 7].

 11 . "[Ein] Gebiet, das sich von Taurus im Norden bis zur Region von Horns im Süden, von den Rändern der
 syrisch-arabischen Wüste im Osten bis zum Jebel Ansariyah [...] im Westen erstreckte", P. Matthiae, "Regionale
 Verbundenheit? - Das Königreich Ebla", in M. Al-Maqdissi, D. Morandi and P. Pfälzner (Hg.), Schätze des Alten
 Syrien. Die Entdeckung des Königreichs Qatna, Stuttgart: Landesmuseum Württemberg 2009, p. 47.
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 The creations of the Levantine ateliers were sometimes a paraphrase, sometimes homage and

 sometimes a parody of Memphite, Teban, Aegean or Babylonian products: they were a re-presentation

 from a peculiar autochthonous perspective. The Baal's Stele (. Ars Syr a, tav. XX) or the Ras Shamra and

 Megiddo ivories ( Ars Syra, tav. XXIV-XXVII) aimed to take Egyptian (or Aegean for that matter)
 'models', just as Joyce's Ulysses and Joseph und seine Brüder were modelled on their Homeric or
 biblical prototypes. The break with the canon revealed the narrative and aesthetic freedom of the
 'craftsmen' and turned them into 'artists'.

 The variado therefore appears to be a specific peculiarity of 'Syrian art', in contrast to the
 cosuetudo that was predominant in Egypt12 and elsewhere. Something like the Variationsverbot cannot
 be found in the Levant.13 Levantine 'art' is re-action, difference. It was inspired by Egypt, but was not

 Egyptian; it was acquainted with the Aegean models, but was not Aegean; it was under pressure from

 Euphratian and Tigridian patterns, but was neither Babylonian nor Assyrian. Its meaning lies in its
 difference. What was the reason for this obsession with variatiol Was it because of a shamefaced

 technical inability on the craftsmen's part, which can clearly be seen in some rare exceptions?14 What is

 the role played by the dichotomy Matthiae observed between the somehow stiff ' arte aulica ' (court art)

 and the spontaneous and heartfelt ' corrente d'ispirazione popolaresca ' (narrative taste of popular
 inspiration)?15

 To a certain extent, Levantine 'art' is another predecessor of movements that, like Arts and

 Crafts, Werkbund and Bauhaus, strove to regain and boost the dignity of craftsmanship as an 'artistic'

 practice, i.e. an unusual form of expression. In Bronze Age Levant we find free skill or 'art' in its
 genuine sense as ars - réxvrj. The versatility of Levantine 'art' originates in the diastratic variability

 emphasized by Matthiae' s Ars Syra as well as in the diatopic one. Both functions come together in an

 'art' geography of sorts, inspired by the principles of a double historicity: that of communicative
 structures and that of living space.

 III. 'SYRA' AS TRANSLATIO

 The Greeks did not invent everything. However, they could not think of the world as a 'multiverse'.

 Instead, they loved to think of it as an organized 'universe'. Consequently, they made attempts to
 segment and name their surroundings. Thus, they invented 'Syria'; an entity that had previously been
 unknown to everybody, including 'Syrians' . Of course, they did not invent their Syria all at once.

 It is clear that modern borders of nation states are not the same as ancient ones. In addition,

 except for geomorphologically well-delimited areas, such as (small) isles or lakes, the segmentation of

 space is as arbitrary and dependent on cultural (collective or personal) parameters as the partition of time.

 What do we mean by 'Syria'? 'Syria' is many things. The most obvious meaning is that it is a

 place, or rather a place name: the designation of a certain portion of space in a given portion of time by a

 certain human group. As a place name it is a descriptively empty term whose meaning can only be
 elucidated from the context.16 In the case of 'Syria' neither geography nor history contributes to

 establishing the semantic range.

 12. With the sole exception of the Amarnian Stilbruch. See W. Wolf, Die Kunst Aegytens. Gestalt und
 Geschichte , Stuttgart: Kohlhammer 1957, p. 536ff.

 13. J. Assmann, Ägypten. Eine Sinngeschichte , München and Wien: Carl Hanser 1996, p. 80f.

 14. 'Zwei Bügelkannen', in A. Caubet, "Handelszentrum Ugarit - Seine Kulturkontakte zu Qatna", in
 Schätze des Alten Syrien , op. cit. n. 10, p. 59.

 15. "È dunque proprio la corrente d'ispirazione popolaresca che presenta un effettivo carattere di originalità,
 per la sua affermazione di un modo formale conquistato di slancio sotto la pressione di un stimolo sentimentale puro,
 libero da impacci intellettualistici." P. Matthiae, Ars Syra [op. cit.] p. 138.

 16. "We do not speak of the meaning of proper names", P.F. Strawson, "On Referring", in G. Ostertag (ed.),
 Definite Descriptions. A Reader , Cambridge / London: MIT Press 1998, p. 154. For the semantic dependence on
 context of proper names see A. Sturm, Eigennamen und Definitheit (Linguistische Arbeiten 498), Tübingen: Max
 Niemeyer 2005.
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 "Die Verwendung des geogr. Begriffs S. bedarf insofern einer Definition, als S. während der gesamten
 altorientalischen Gesch. kein eigenes Staatsgebiet war. Poly zentrismus und Zugehörigkeit zu anderen
 Herrschaftskulturen haben erst 1941 mit der Gründung der Republik S. (ab 1961: Syrische Arabische Republik) ein
 E. gefunden. Dabei wurden auch osteuphratische (d.h. mesopot.) Bereiche einbezogen, während der Libanon
 selbständig wurde und Gebiete im Norden der Türkei verblieben."17

 Therefore, it is hardly surprising that the authors do not agree on their approach to the problem,

 except in confessing their confusion regarding the exact meaning of 'Old Syria' in Classical and Pre-
 Classical times:

 "The term 'Syria' is ambiguous; ancient and Classical writers were aware of the imprecision of the term
 [...] There is no general consensus as to what exactly constituted Classical Syria."18

 The problem is first that of the political history of the term. In 1927, René Dussaud wrote:

 "Des confins de l'Egypte au pied du Taurus, la Syrie n'a jamais pu se constituer elle-même en une unité
 politique."19

 However, politics is only a symptom of the entire, more complex question. As the history of

 nations such as Germany or Italy proves, many geographical realms that lack unitary political structures

 nevertheless share a common culture and feel part of a greater historical destiny. Cultural coherence does

 not depend on politics.20

 The less ascertainable the cultural coherence, the more uncomfortable the problem becomes. As

 Matthiae points out in his Introduzzione to the Ars Syr a :

 "[...N]ell'area siriana non è mai sorta una coscienza unitaria fortemente sentita, come in Egitto, né sul
 piano culturale né sul piano politico [...]"21

 The root of the problem is that the place name 'Syria' as well as the gentilic name 'Syrian' are

 exogenous denominations, from Greek to be precise. King Warikas' bilingual inscription found in
 Çinekôy could suggest an old, and somewhat confused, relation between the terms 'Assyria' (Asura/ i)

 and 'Syria' (Sura/i) in a Luwian speaking environment.22 Possibly, 'Assyria' and 'Syria' are mere
 variants by aphaeresis of the same name, at least since Neo- Assyrian times 23 However, the Greeks

 coined the term 'Syria' for posterity, as indicated since Nöldeke.24

 17. E.M. R[uprechtsberger], "Syrien", in H. Canzik and H. Schneider (Hg.), Der Neue Pauly. Enzyklopädie
 der Antike. Altertum , Band 11, Sam-Tal , Stuttgart / Weimar 2001 , col. 1 170.

 18. M.W. Chavalas, "Ancient Syria: A Historical Sketch", in M.W. Chavalas and J.L. Hayes (eds.) New
 Horizons in the Study of Ancient Syria (Bibliotheca Mesopotamica 25), Malibu, Undena 2000, pp. 1-21 , esp. p. 1 .

 19. R. Dussaud, Topographie Historique de la Syrie antique et médiévale, Paris: Paul Geuthner 1927. p. 1 .

 20. The definitions of 'Gross-Syrien', 'Nordsyrien', 'Mittel- und Südsyrien', 'Libanon', 'Palästina' and
 'Syrien' took up the first pages of Horst Klengel' s classical work:

 "Ausgegangen wird -im Gegensatz zum sogenannten Groß-Syrien- vielmehr von einem geographischen
 Begriff 'Syrien', der etwa der römischen Provinz Syria entspricht", Geschichte Syriens im 2. Jahrtausend v.u.Z. Teil
 1 - Nordsyrien , Berlin: Akademie Verlag 1965, p. 1.

 "Aus der Bestimmung dessen, was als 'Mittel- und Südsyrien' bezeichnet werden soll, geht bereits hervor,
 dass das Gebiet der heutigen Republik Libanon mit einzubeziehen ist, wie ja auch schon für Nordsyrien nicht das
 Staatsgebiet der Syrischen Arabischen Republik zugrundegelegt werden konnte",

 Teil 2. Mittel- und Südsyrien , Berlin: Akademie Verlag 1968, p. 2.
 "[...] Auf eine Verwendung des Begriffs [Syrien] im Sinne eines 'Groß-Syrien' unter Einschluß von

 Palästina sollte künftig besser verzichtet werden", Teil 3. Historische Geographie und allgemeine Darstellung ,
 Berlin: Akademie Verlag 1970, p. 3 n. 1.

 21. P. Matthiae, Ars Syra , op. cit. [n. 4], p. 16.

 22. R. Tekoglu and A. Lemaire, "La bilingue royale louvito-phénicienne de Çinekôy", Comptes rendus de
 V Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres 2000 , Paris 2002, p. 960-1006.

 23. The parallel between Luwian su+ra/i-wa/i-ni-sa( URBS) "the/an Assyrian king" viz. su+rali-wa/i-za-
 ha{ URBS) "the Assyrian House" and Phoenician ?sr and ?srym suggests an evolution from the older 'Assyria' to the
 newer 'Syria'. The aphaeresis 'Syria' is attested in Karkamiš A 6, 3. § 6: su+ra/i-za-ha( URBS). Apart from the
 aphaeretic forms, the Lucian full term 'Assyria' also occurs in Karamu a 15b, 4. § 19: a-sú+ra/i(REGlO)-wa/i-na-
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 For the Aegean, '(As)Syria' was doubtless a blurred, imprecise term, and as such a prelude to

 many others. It was perhaps a 'Greek hallucination' of sorts, the fruit of a 'process of nonrecognition

 through assimilation'.25 The Greek experiences before and during the Medic Wars, and afterwards on the

 occasion of Alexander's campaigns, stressed this fuzzy, biased view and made them the first
 'orientalists'. More than one thousand years before, others had discovered the same thing and called it

 'Occident' (. Amurru ): "simply a product of the Mesopotamian mind projected onto a foreign
 population."26

 The Neo-Assyrian administration was not interested in discovering a 'Syrian' geopolitical factor.

 The approximately 30 provinces (pāķutu ) between the Hābūr and the Mediterranean and between Tabal

 and Asdudu were, for the Assyrian administration, heterogeneous entities with little if anything in

 common, apart from their economic and strategic 'Western' attractiveness. With some rare exceptions

 due to their marginal setting in the administrative Assyrian mosaic (Haurina, Dimašqa and QarnTna on the

 Eastern strip of land facing the steppe, or Tabal in the central Anatolian plateau), the circumscriptions are

 neatly delimited and there are no traces of comprehensive planning 27 The 'Syrian' satrapy was called

 Fbar naharã "Transpotamia" in Aramaic. This term had been in use as Eber-nãri since Neo-Assyrian
 times to refer to the territories to the east of the Euphrates, together with the denominations KUR .Haiti

 and kisãdi tâmtim}% "Transpotamia", "(Land of) Hatti" and "Shores of the Sea" are, when applied to
 'Syria', esoethnic, exogenous, and obviously fuzzy labels. Cyrus established a vast satrapy that unified

 Babylon and "Transpotamia" four years after the conquest of the capital: piķat Bãbili u KUR. Eber-nãri?9

 This system was inherited and maintained by Darius I and governed by one satrap "of Babylon and
 Transpotamia."

 According to Herodotus, the vo //òç Jté//xoç extended "from Posideium [...], on the border of

 Cilicia and Syria [...], as far as Egypt [...]." This 'district' included "all Phoenicia; the so-called
 'Palestinian Syria' (Zúqli] fļ ílaXaiaxívr] xaX,eo//evrļ) and Cyprus" (III 91).30

 No wonder therefore that the terminology referring to '(As)Syria' is somewhat confused in

 Greek sources. For Herodotus, 'Syrian' is a Hellenic and 'Assyrian' a 'barbarian', that is to say the

 ¿/(URBS). For details and further bibliographical information, see R. Rollinger, "The terms 'Assyria' and 'Syria'
 again", JNES 65 (2006) p. 283-287.

 24. T. Nöldeke, "ASSURIOS SURIOS SUROS," Hermes 5 (1881): 443^68. The terms 'Syrian' / 'Syria'
 and 'Assyrian' / 'Assyria' are geopolitically and anthropologically equivalent in the first Greek testimonies. The first
 Greek contacts with the '(As)Syria' were through the basically Luwian and/or Aramaic speaking people from Cilicia,
 the southern Anatolian coast and the Gulf of Iskenderun, and the hinterland Sam?al - Kummuķ - Gurgum - Unqi. In
 the eighth century they were fully subjected to the Assyrian expansionist pressure.

 25. The Greek view of 'Asia' viz. the 'East' had much in common with our 'Orient'. For Derrida (J. Derrida,
 De la Gr animatolo gie. Collection " Critique Paris: Les Éditions de Minuit 1967, p. 119f.) Leibniz' approach to
 Chinese writing was "une sorte d'hallucination européenne", and Father Kircher' s decipherings "le procédé de la
 méconnaissance par assimilation."

 26. P.- A. Beaulieu, "The god Amurru as emblem of ethnie and cultural identity", in W.H. van Soldt in
 cooperation with R. Kalvelagen and D. Katz (eds.), Ethnicity in Ancient Mesopotamia. Papers Read at the 48th
 Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale, Leiden, 1-4 July 2002 , Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten
 2005, pp. 31-46 (esp.34).

 27. K. Radner, "Provinz. C. Assyrien", RIA 1 1 , p. 42-68.

 28. AHw, p. 181; CAD E, p. 8; R. Borger, Die Inschriften Asarhaddons Königs von Assyrien (AfO Bh. 9),
 Graz: Im Selbstverlage des Herausgebers 1956, p. 60 V 54-63.

 29. Its satraps (pāķāt Bãbili u Eber-nãri) were Gūbaru / Gobryas under Cyrus and Cambyses (535 - 525),
 Ustanu / Hystanes (521 - 516) and one Huta-x-x (486) under Darius I. See A. Pohl, Neubabylonische
 Rechtsurkunden aus den Berliner Staatlichen Museen. I. Teil. (Analecta Orientalia 8) 1933, 45:4, 15; 46:3; 61:13; P.
 Briant, From Cyrus to Alexander: A History of the Persian Empire. Translated by P.T. Daniels , Winona Lake,
 Indiana: Eisenbrauns 2002, p. 71-75, 351; M. Stolper, "The Governor of Babylon and Across-The-River", JNES 48
 (1989) 283-305.

 30. According to Xenophon, one Bé^eouç living close to the source of the Dardas River (anab. 1.4 10) was
 c xqx^v [...] XvQÍaç xa! AoauQÍaç [...] (anab. VII. 8 25).
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 Aramaic denomination of the same thing.31 '(As)Syria' includes the Anatolian ('Cappadocian') area
 round Sinope on the shores of the Black Sea.32 Taken as two distinct areas, 'Syria' and 'Assyria' are
 always adjacent in the Greek tradition, but the borders between them are blurred. The usual linguistic

 clichés resulted in distinguishing HvQia Ila^aLOTLvfļ and HvQia Meoo noxapi ia viz. Hvgia piéor'
 [//exa^x)] xcov jtoxa //drv. In both cases, 'Palestinian' and 'Mesopotamian' are qualifying adjectives of

 one nucleus: 'Syria'.
 According to Xenophon, 'Syria' is a region that is vaguely located between 'Phoenicia', 'Cilicia'

 and 'Arabia'. In contrast to the entire ancient geographical tradition, in this account 'Arabia' is positioned

 east of the Habūr ('Araxes').33 Another equally fuzzy region was 'Meoojtoxa/ua'. For Arrian, this was

 the part of 'Syria' situated between the Tigris and the Euphrates ( Anabasis of Alexander, particularly VII,

 vii, 3), according to autochthonous evidence: "that territory surrounded on three sides by the great bend

 of the Euphrates" called "the midst of the river" (Akk. māt bīritim / eqel birīt / bīrīt nãrim) since Old

 Babylonian times.34 It was Alexander who created the province 'Mesopotamia' and placed its border
 next to 'Syria' on the Euphrates. Hence, the denomination 'Syria' was established for the region between

 Taurus and Amanus, the Euphrates and the Arabian steppe. Nevertheless, the term 'Syria' continued to

 indistinctly designate afterwards all the Aramaic speaking areas, that is to say the whole of
 'Mesopotamia' and 'Syria'. 'Aram' and 'Syria' are as synonymous as they are fuzzy.

 The dissolution of Alexander's empire gave back to 'Syria' its natural heterogeneous aspect, this

 time under the label fļ avoo SuQÍa, the 'authentic Syria' of the (jíoíqo) SeXeuxíç round Antioch and
 towards the Cilician borders, as opposed to the xáxoo SuQÍa (Diodorus Siculus, XX 47)35 viz. the
 Ptolemaic area: KoiArļOUQia (or xoūiļ 2uqí a) and Ooivixr].36

 Paolo Matthiae's admonition in his Ars Syr a relating to the absence of a Levantine unitary
 conscience sul piano culturale and sul piano politico during the Bronze Age was absolutely right and his

 reticence fully justifies and explains the choice of the Latinate Syra to qualify the Latinate ars. With this

 procedure, the peculiarities of the Levantine artistic variatio are underlined as are the manifestly
 pluricentric and multicultural features of this area.37 Pluricentricity is an obvious linguistic dimension of

 Old Syria. The existence of a basic linguistic continuum does not conceal the equally evident absence of

 a ' Standardsprache ' spoken by a homogeneous 'Sprachgemeinschaft' . In addition, in the occurrence of

 several varieties of spoken and written Hurrian, we find a conglomerate of Semitic performances that is

 31.ÀôonuQioi òè [...] imo /¿èv 'EM/rļvcov éxaXsovxo Suqiol, vizò òè xcov ßaQßaQoov àogúqioi
 éxÀÍ10r|ôav, VII 63.

 32. OL òè Kajutaôóxai imo 'EM,f|va)v Zúqioi òvo/m^ovxai, I 72; Hvqoi oi Jteçl ©SQ/*d)òovxa, II 104, as
 opposed to the Zúqoi UakaiOTivóí / oi év xf| īla^aiOTiviļ, II 104, III 5.

 33. 'EvxeûOev é^e^aúvei òià xf|ç aç [...]• xai á(1)ixvoi)vxai jiqòç xòv Apa^rļv jtoxa jíòv.[...]
 'EvxsDOev è^sXaúvsi òià xfjç ÄQaßiag xòv Jtoxa// òv év òeÇiâ excov (anab. 1.4 19-5 1). The location is "for this
 period inaccurate": F. M. Donner, "Xenophon 's Arabia", Iraq 48 (1986) 1-14.

 34. J.J. Finkelstein, "'Mesopotamia'", JNES 21 (1962) 73-92. See esp. p. 82 with Fig. 2: "[0]ne would have
 to draw an imaginary line between the two extremities of the "arms" of the Euphrates Bend, i.e., roughly from the
 point at which the river begins to describe a westward bend in the Armenian Highlands in the north to a point in the
 south approximately above Der-ez-Zor, where the river begins to assume a more southerly course". Such was also
 the original signification of the Aramaic term beyn nahrīn.

 35. "The real problem is that it is very difficult to understand what Diodorus means by the term "Syria", P.
 Briant, From Cyrus to Alexander , op. cit. n. 28, p. 665.

 36. Probably denoting 'Northern' vs. 'Southern'. For the meaning of avoo XvQÍa and xáxoo XvQÍa in Strabo
 and Josephus ('Lower Syria' and 'Upper Syria' respectively) and the Aramaic precedents ly rm "Southern Syria"
 vs. *tķt rm "Northern Syria" (cf. Sefire I A 6: kl ly rm w thth "all the heights of Aram and its Lowlands") see D.
 Talshir, "The Relativity of Geographical Terms. A Re-Investigation of the Problem of Upper and Lower Aram", J SS
 48 (2003)259-285.

 37. 'Greater Syria' became Bilād al-Sām in the Islamic era and was divided successively and with different
 criteria into several emirates, Frank Kingdoms and Mamluk niyãbas. The provincial organisation by the Ottoman
 Turks was far from stable, apart from the obvious areas round Alep and Damascus, capitals of their respective
 pašaliks or wilayets. Both of them became the État d'Alep and the État de Damas in the ephemeral Fédération des
 États Syriens , together with the Territoire des Alaouites and the État Druze.
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 analogous to those observed in Vulgar Latin, for example. In this sense, we are entitled to define the

 linguistic Syrian landscape as clearly pluricentric.38 For this reason, it is essential to operate from the

 perspective of what is known as Variations grammatik, paying particular attention to the influence of

 macrosociological factors of the language.39

 Concerning the multicultural dimension of the Bronze Age Levantine societies, we must take
 into account several subcultures: the occupational and regional ones, as well as others that are not as easy

 to study, such as the cultural subsystems related to gender and social status.

 In a word, there is certainly a 'Syrian' question. We could apply to this what Gonzalo Rubio said

 about Early Mesopotamia and its 'Sumerian question'. 'Old Syria' was also:

 "[T]he sobering metaphor of a multilayered and variegated landscape formed by innumerable linguistic,
 ethnic, and cultural elements, many of which are lost to us forever."40

 IV. LOGOCENTRISM

 If, as asserted above, the meaning of words is what the user lends to them and the product of stipulated or

 generally accepted social norms and contexts, then all discourse on 'art' and 'Syria' must be aware of the

 temptation of logocentrism. It is not always possible to avoid such a pitfall.

 "Mais si personne ne peut y échapper [...], cela ne veut pas dire que toutes les manières d'y céder soient
 d'égale pertinence. La qualité et la fécondité d'un discours se mesurent peut-être à la rigueur critique avec laquelle
 est pensé ce rapport à l'histoire de la métaphysique et aux concepts hérités."41

 38. A comprehensive and comparative study of Western Akkadian is still lacking. For the lexicon see J.
 Sanmartín, "Über die (Un-)Möglichkeit eines "Glossary of Old Syrian [GIOS]", 54e Rencontre Assyriologique
 Internationale , Würzburg 20.-25. Juli 2008, in press; "Etymologie, Etymographie und Sprach-Tektonik: Das
 „Glossary of Old Syrian", IV Meeting of the International Association for Comparative Semitics , Zaragoza June 9-
 11, 2010, in press.

 39. P. Schneider and A. Barron (Hg.), Variational Pragmatics : A focus on regional varieties in pluricentric
 languages (Pragmatics & Beyond New Series 178), Amsterdam, 2008.

 40. G . Rubio, "On the Linguistic Landscape of Early Mesopotamia", in W.H. van Soldt in cooperation with
 R. Kalvelagen and D. Katz (eds.), Ethnicity in Ancient Mesopotamia , op. cit. n. 25, p. 332.

 41 . J. Derrida, L'écriture et la différence , Paris: Seuil 1967, p. 414.

 RÉSUMÉ

 Cinquante ans après Ars Syr a, publication pionnière de P. Matthiae, plusieurs questions concernant les concepts de
 artigianato , Kunsthandwerk, craftsmanship et leur relation à l"art' restent encore non résolues. De plus, le vieux
 toponyme 'Syrie' semble plutôt être une 'hallucination grecque' qu'une entité culturelle, géographique et politique
 homogène. Nous considérons VArs (Syra) comme une variatio opposée à Y usus canonique et voyons sa dimension
 'syrienne' comme la translatio d'un modèle mental hellénique. Finalement, nous indiquons les dangers du
 logocentrisme.

 ABSTRACT

 Fifty years alter the publication of Matthiae' s pioneering work Ars Syra, many questions regarding the
 concepts artigianato , Kunsthandwerk, craftsmanship and their relation to 'art' remain still unresolved. Moreover, the
 old toponym 'Syria' appears to be a 'greek hallucination' rather than a homogeneous cultural, geographical and
 political entity. We regard the Ars (Syra) as a variatio opposite the canonical usus , and view its 'Syrian' dimension
 as the translatio of a Hellenic mental model. Finally, we point to the dangers of logocentrism.

 Instituto Universitario del Próximo Oriente Antiguo [IPOA] , Facultad de Filología, Universidad de Barcelona
 Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes, 585, E-08007 Barcelona, Espagne
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